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Abstract
This study had two fundamental purposes: fatigue-life estimation by statistical
analysis of fatigue test data of cold-rolled commercial-purity aluminum sheets
and material selection in HCF and LCF regions. Aluminum alloys 1100 and 1050
were cut in the rolling direction and long transverse direction. The specimens
were subjected to cantilever-type plane bending fatigue tests using a fully
reversed stress rate at room temperature. A two-parameter Weibull distribution
was used for statistical analysis. S–N curves with 12 different reliability levels
between 0.01 and 0.99 and empirical formulas were obtained for fatigue-life
estimation. The reliability graphs were obtained for material selection.
© 2016 MIM Research Group. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Aluminum is a light material with a density (2.7 g/cm 3) that is approximately three times
lower than that of materials such as iron, copper, and brass. It shows perfect resistance to
corrosion under various environmental conditions such as air, water, and sea, as well as
under the action of different chemicals. Furthermore, it possesses attractive characteristics
such as esthetic appearance, machinability, and high electric and heat conductivity. It is
quite commonly used in the automotive industry and in aircraft owing to its physical,
mechanical, and tribological characteristics [1-3]. Aluminum alloys 1100 and 1050 are
particularly used for the industry, where high strength is not required but high shaping
and corrosion resistances are necessary. They are used to carry chemicals and foods in thin
sheet metal works, in tubes and general containers manufactured by deep drawing and
spinning processes, in heat exchangers, in welded assemblies, in vehicle plates, and in
lighting such as light reflectors [2, 3].
Fatigue is an important parameter in determining the behavior of mechanical parts
functioning under variable loads. The fatigue resistance of a structural component is
affected by mechanical, metallurgical, and environmental variable factors. Fatigue is the
primary reason for 80%–90% of engineering failures. In applications that frequently use
aluminum alloys, determining the fatigue performance of the operating element and the
effects of the operating parameters on fatigue is necessary. Establishing extensive
databases, including stress–life (S–N) information, is very important for precisely
evaluating the fatigue characteristics of an element resulting from different operating
conditions [1, 3]. Fatigue life is particularly affected by not only the characteristics of a
material but also the characteristics of the relevant specimen: microcavities created when
an aluminum part is produced, surface flaws, hot or cold deformation, grain size, and
changes in the grain structure [3]. The specimens used in this work were cut from
commercially-pure AA1100 (99.4% pure) and AA1050 (99.6% pure) sheets. The
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specimens were homogenized at room temperature. The grain sizes of the homogenized
AA1100 and AA1050 sheets are 260 and 330 µm, respectively. Effertz, P.S. et al. [4] were
conducted to study on the 7050-T76 commercial aluminum sheet. The fine grain size of
extruded 7050-T76 aluminum alloy, ranging from 200 to 500 µm. Both this study and
theirs have similar main findings. For example, for these three commercially aluminums,
the fatigue life decreases with decreasing grain size [5]. Aluminum alloys 1100, 1050 and
7050-T76 should be used in the places where high fatigue level and fatigue strength are
not needed. In other words, it is more appropriate to make secure designs of this type of
aluminum sheets to work dynamically in LCF region. Also, the fatigue failure criteria were
fulfilled for loads of approximately 10-11% of the maximum, suggesting that the material
is not recommendable for HCF. For all tested conditions in both studies the coefficient of
variation (CV) is low and shape parameter (β) is high, which implies the high repeatability
of the fatigue behavior with low scatter.
At present, fatigue tests are difficult to conduct due to the influence of many parameters,
large number of specimens, long testing time, and test costs. Therefore, fatigue data are
very valuable. Using a statistical method to determine mechanical characteristics such as
the fatigue life from the data is very important. The S–N curves used to determine the
fatigue strength limits of a material are obtained by counting cycles (failure cycle, N) until
the material breaks down under the effects of many stress levels (S). These curves are
referred to as Wöhler curves or fatigue life diagrams. Scattering may be large in data from
tests on aluminum alloys and generally continues until 107 or more cycles (high-cycle
fatigue) are achieved. The scattering was generally considered to be unimportant in the
past since large safety coefficients were used. However, the problems with this variable in
mechanical characteristics has gained further importance due to the increase in industrial
aluminum use and the rise in costs and improvement of the ground, sea, and aircraft
sectors. Precisely estimating the fatigue period of a component operating under dynamic
loads before a sudden breakdown occurs has become important. Reliability analysis for
these materials has become essential since fatigue data, in particular, show extensive
scattering. Therefore, in construction using aluminum, fatigue data must be statistically
understood in order to ensure safe application. The commonly used statistical methods are
generally related to normal distributions with a mean strength. The Weibull distribution
provides more realistic values than other distributions when changes in the life and
strength parameters are considered [6-9]. Thus, the literature has shown that the Weibull
distribution is advantageous to evaluating the reliability of fatigue data [3, 6-17].
This study had the following aims: (1) statistically evaluate fatigue life data obtained from
cantilever-type plane bending fatigue tests applied to 99% commercially pure, generalpurpose aluminum sheets produced by cold-rolling; (2) develop S–N curves to estimate the
fatigue life of these materials at 12 different reliability levels between R = 0.01 and 0.99;
and (3) obtain graphs such as the failure probability and reliability (probability of survival)
to help designers in material selection. The two-parameter Weibull distribution was used
for statistical analysis of the fatigue life results.
2. Materials and Method
2.1. Aluminum Sheet Specimens
Commercial-purity cold-rolled aluminum sheets were used; Table 1 provides the chemical
contents and standard symbols [3, 9, 18-20]. The test specimens were prepared by cutting
AA1100 and AA1050 cold-rolled aluminum sheets supplied from the domestic market in
Turkey into dimensions of 25 mm × 200 mm × 3 mm in the rolling direction (RD) and long
transverse direction (LT) (Fig. 1). These prepared aluminum specimens were subjected to
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tensile and three-point bending tests according to TS-EN/485-2 and ISO 7438:2005(E),
respectively. The test results are presented in Table 2 [3, 9, 18-20] and were consistent
with the literature [2, 3, 9, 19-21].

LT

RD
(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. (a) Different textures (RD, LT, and ST) and schematic micrograph illustrating
grain morphology of aluminum; (b) AA1100 aluminum specimen broken into pieces in
long transverse direction (LT)

Table 1. Chemical composition of aluminum sheets (wt%)
Aluminum
AA1100
AA1050

Cr

Cu

Fe

Mg

Mn

Ni

Si

Ti

Zn

Al

0.002
-

0.001
0.006

0.494
0.196

0.005
0.002

0.001
0.117

0.001
-

0.098
0.065

0.014
0.0157

0.008
0.004

Bal.
Bal.

Table 2. Mechanical properties of aluminum sheets
Specimens
& Texture
AA1100 (RD)
AA1100 (LT)
AA1050 (RD)
AA1050 (LT)

Ult. Tensile
Strength
(MPa)
126
124
117
113

Yield
Strength
(MPa)
120
118
106
98

Elasticity
Module
(GPa)
69
69
69
69

Bending
Strength
(MPa)
120
117
106
103

Bending
Modulus
(GPa)
60
54
54
48

Hardness
(HB)
32
32
30
30

2.2. Cantilever-Type Bending Fatigue Tests
Data on the maximum bending strength obtained through the three-point bending tests
helped determine the initial strain and stress levels in the S–N curves [3, 6, 9, 18, 22-25].
All tests were performed at room temperature and a stress-ratio of -1.0 (fully reversed).
At least 200 materials were broken into pieces to obtain four specimen groups with two
different texture structures (RD and LT). Ten strain and stress levels were determined to
obtain the S–N curves corresponding to each group. A total of 50 specimens were tested,
i.e., five specimens at each of the ten stress levels. Sheet aluminum specimens were tested
in deflection-controlled bending fatigue tests. The tests were implemented using
cantilever-type device at a 50 Hz frequency that could fix up to four specimens at a time,
as shown in Fig. 2. The tests were continued up to 107 cycles [3, 6, 9, 19, 20, 23, 24].
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Fig. 2. Schematic of cantilever-type plane-bending fatigue test device: (a) front and (b)
side appearance
2.3. Statistical Analysis of Fatigue Life Data
2.3.1. Theory of Weibull distribution
The Weibull distribution is used to model extreme values such as failure times and fatigue
life. Two popular forms are the two- and three-parameter Weibull distributions. The
probability density function (PDF) of the two-parameter distribution is indicated in Eq. (1).
This PDF equation is the most widely known definition of the two-parameter Weibull
distribution [4, 6, 7, 9, 26, 27].
β

βx
f (x)   
α α

β1  x 
e α

α  0, β  0

(1)

where α and β are the scale and shape parameters. The advantages of the two-parameter
Weibull distribution are as follows [6, 7, 9]:
 It can be explained with a simple function and easily applied.
 It is frequently used to evaluate the fatigue life of homogeneous, heterogeneous
and orthotropic materials
 Its usage is easy based on graphs and simple calculation methods.
 It gives physical rules concerning failure when the slope of the Weibull probability
plots is considered.
If the PDF equation is integrated, the cumulative density function (CDF) is obtained, as
shown in Eq. (2). Eq. (3) is derived from Eq.(2).

Ff (x)

x
 
1 e  α 

β

x
 
 e α

β

1  Ff (x)

(2)

Fs (x)  1  Ff (x)
R 1  P
In the above equations,
x
: variable (usually life); failure cycles in this study (Nf),
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β

: shape parameter or Weibull slope,

α
Ff(x)

: characteristic life or scale parameter,
: probability of failure (P),

Fs(x)
: probability of survival or reliability (R).
If the natural logarithm of both sides of Eq. (3) is taken, Eq. (6) can be written as follows:

 

1
   β ln(x)  β ln α
ln  ln 
 1  F (x)  
f

 

(6)

When Eq. (6) is rearranged as a linear equation, the following are obtained:
Y  ln(ln(1 /(1  Ff (x)))) , X  ln(x) , m  β , and c  β(ln(α)) . Hence, a linear regression
model is obtained as shown by Eq. (7):

Y  mX  c
( c / β)

α e

(7)
(8)

The safe design fatigue life can be calculated at a certain value of reliability (R). In case of
R=0.368, it is the probability that a part will survive the characteristic strength or
characteristic life. This value of reliability can be determined from Eq. 2. In Eq. (2), when
x  α , the value of R is 0.368
P  1  e(1)  1  0.368  0.632
P  63.2% is obtained.
β

According to Eq. (8) and this concept, the characteristic life (α) is the time or number of
cycles at which 63.2% of the population is expected to fail. In other words, characteristic
life (α) is cycles when approximately 63.2% of specimens have failed. This implies that the
characteristic life parameter (N) is fatigue life corresponding to a reliability level of 36.8%.
For a critical structural parts, an even higher reliability (probability of survival) should be
considered, e.g., R=0.9, 0.99, etc. (P=0.1, 0.01, etc.) [6, 9, 28]. NR (or N1 P ) is value of life
indicating x% failure probability and can be calculated from Eq. (9). The median life value
(50% survival life=NR50) can be calculated from Eq. (10).
NR  N1P  α.(( ln(R x )1/ β )

(9)

NR50  N1P50  α.((ln 2)1/ β )

(10)

The mean life (mean time to failure=MTTF=No), standard deviation (SD), and coefficient
of variation (CV) of the two-parameter Weibull distribution were calculated from the
following equations [6, 7, 9, 27, 29, 30]:

MTTF  No  α . (1  1/ β)

(11)

SD  α . (1  2 / β)  2 (1  1/ β)

(12)
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CV 

(1  2 / β)  2 (1  1/ β)
SD

No
(1  1/ β)

(13)

where (  ) is a gamma function.
2.3.2. Application of Weibull distribution
Software such as MS Excel and SPSS can be used to draw the Weibull line for X and Y,
determine the parameter of Weibull distribution, and perform reliability analysis
processes [6, 9, 31, 32]. MS Excel was used in this study. The following processes were
carried out to draw Weibull lines and obtain parameters.
1.

The number of failure cycle corresponding to each stress was determined
successively.
2. A serial number was given to each value (i = 1,2,3,...,n).
3. Each failure probability was used in Bernard’s median rank formula, which is
given in Eq. (14) [6, 9, 32-34].
i  0.3
(14)
MR 
n  0.4
where (i) is the failure serial number and (n) is the total test number of samples [6, 3234].
4. ln(ln(1/(1-MR))) values were calculated for each cycle value (Y-axis).
5. ln(cycle) values were calculated for each cycle value (X-axis).
6. Only the data given for group A samples were transferred to MS Excel. For
regression analysis, the Analysis ToolPak add-in was loaded into MS Excel [6, 9,
32].
7. The graphs of ln(cycle) and ln(ln(1/(1-MR))) values were drawn as shown in Fig.
3.
8. The Y=mX+c linear equation given in Eq. (7) was obtained in the most reasonable
form from these graphs.
9. β and c were obtained by linear regression (least squares method). The m=β
parameter was obtained directly from the slope of the line.
10. α was obtained from Eq. (8)
11. The mean fatigue life corresponding to each stress was calculated from Eq. (11),
and the variation coefficients (CV) were calculated from Eq. (13).
The results of the above processes are summarized in Table 3. Fig. 3 gives an example
Weibull graph for each stress value. The above processes (1–11) were carried out in order
for all sample groups, and the Weibull graphs and parameters α and β were obtained as
shown in Table 4.
Table 3 summarizes the results of applying steps 1–11 for each stress level to AA1100
(RD). Fig. 3 presents sample Weibull line graphs for each stress, and Table 4 provides five
test results of all specimens, the Weibull mean life, and failure cycles (N f) for various
reliability levels.
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Table 3. Summarized Weibull values of AA1100 (RD) specimen
Strain
or
Deflection
(mm)

10.00

.
.

Stress
Amplitude
S (MPa)

105.47

.
.

1.30

13.71

Rank

Median
Rank
(MR)

ln(Nf)
(X-axis)

1/(1-MR)

ln(ln(1/(1-MR)))
(Y-axis)

Characteristic
Life, (α)

996
998
1 065
1 068
1 140

1
2
3
4
5

0.129630
0.314815
0.500000
0.685185
0.870370

6.903747
6.905753
6.970730
6.973543
7.038784

1.148936
1.459459
2.000000
3.176471
7.714286

-1.974459
-0.972686
-0.366513
0.144767
0.714455

1 083

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

9 634 008
10 260 000
10 562 000
10 773 000
12 436 750

1
2
3
4
5

0.129630
0.314815
0.500000
0.685185
0.870370

16.080810
16.143763
16.172773
16.192554
16.336166

1.148936
1.459459
2.000000
3.176471
7.714286

Cycles
(Nf)

.
.
-1.974459
-0.972686
-0.366513
0.144767
0.714455

.
.

11 226 467

Shape
Parameter
(β)

17.022

.
.

10.107

Fig. 3. Weibull lines for AA1100 (RD) specimens
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Table 4. Weibull parameters for each stress level and fatigue life (cycles) corresponding
to various reliability levels
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. S–N Curves
In order to evaluate the fatigue test results, the fatigue strength (stress amplitude)
corresponding to 107 cycles was taken as the failure criterion [6, 9, 19, 20, 22-25, 35]. Fig.
4 shows S–N curves for the Weibull estimated fatigue life with a reliability of R=0.99. Fig.
5 illustrates R≈0.50 (≈50%) S–N curves for the mean fatigue life data. Eq. (15) was used to
evaluate the data from the fatigue tests and is the simplified Basquin function (power
function) [3, 6-9, 22-24, 36, 37].
S  a . (Nf )b

(15)

where S is the stress amplitude (fatigue strength), N f is the failure cycle causing breakage
(fatigue life), and a and b are constants (provided for each specimen in Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. S–N curves at R=0.99 reliability. R2=correlation coefficient (0-1).
The correlation coefficients indicate that the Weibull distribution is a good fit.

Fig. 5. Mean fatigue life (S–N) curves (reliability level R≈0.50)
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In the present study, the S-N curves obtained from AA1050 and AA1100 sheets are
generally in accordance with the literature [2, 3, 21, 38-45]. The fatigue resistance of a
commercial-pure aluminum sheet is sensitive to a large number of variables. The variables
affecting fatigue can be categorized into four types. bulk and geometric factors, and
surface- and active loading-related factors. For example, in terms of the geometric factor,
small cracks grew faster than large cracks for the same stress intensity range (ΔK). When
compared on the basis of ΔK, growth rates in the plate specimens varied from being little
different than those in rotating bending specimens to approximately four times higher,
depending on strain amplitude. Details of this effect and the mechanical properties of some
commercial aluminum are given literature in [2, 3, 21, 38-40].
3.2. Scatter of the Fatigue–life Data
The coefficients of variation (CV) corresponding to the mean life (No) were calculated using
Eq. (13). Figs. 6(a) and (b) show the coefficients of variation (CV) and shape parameter (β),
respectively, versus No curves. These curves were observed for different specimen groups
and play an important role in aluminum design and application [6, 7, 9]. A high coefficient
of variation (CV) indicates a great deal of data scattering, while a high shape parameter (β)
indicates less scattering.

Fig. 6. (a) Coefficient of variation (CV); (b) relationship between shape parameter (β) and
mean fatigue life (No)
3.3. Reliability Analysis of Fatigue Tests and Boundaries of S–N Curves
The fatigue life results based on the texture structure (RD and LT) of the aluminum sheets
showed scattering. Safe life and reliability are important parameters for construction
design using aluminum sheets. In engineering, the term ‘‘reliability’’ refers to the
probability that a product or system will perform its designed functions under a given set
of operating conditions for a specific period of time. It is also known as the ‘‘probability of
survival’’ [6, 7, 9, 46]. Fig. 7 and 8 explain the term “reliability” in engineering. Fig. 7 shows
the S–N curves corresponding to various reliability levels of the specimens. The best-fit
equations relevant to the graphs were obtained to provide the a and b coefficients of the
power function. The failure cycle (fatigue life) can be calculated with respect to a desired
stress (according to the required reliability level). In an alternative method, a vertical axis
is drawn from the X axis with respect to the desired cycle to coincide with the graph and
stress at the required reliability level. As shown in Fig. 7, S–N curves with 12 different
reliability levels between 0.01 and 0.99 and empirical formulas were drawn for fatigue-life
estimation. These S-N curves can be good guide for engineers.
3.4. Material Selection from AA1100 and AA1050 or RD and LT
Fig. 8 shows the reliability or probability of survival graphs corresponding to the
aluminum sheets used in this study in low cycle fatigue (LCF) regions (10 4–105) and high
cycle fatigue (HCF) regions (106–107). These graphs were obtained using Eqs. (3) and (4).
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For example, any horizontal axis may be drawn from the Y axis at any “reliability” such as
99% or 50% to coincide with the graph and determine the stress value corresponding to
that probability of the specimen. This stress value can then be converted to cycles using
the curve equations provided in Fig. 7. The most important characteristic of the graphs
provided in Fig. 8 is that they facilitate material selection from AA1100 and AA1050 or RD
and LT. For example, if we consider the graphs corresponding to N=10 4 and N=105 cycles
(Figs. 8a and b), AA1050 (RD) is preferred in the LCF region. However, in the HCF regions
of N=106 and N=107, AA1100 (RD) is preferred. As another example, AA1100 (LT) is
preferred rather than AA1050 (LT) at R=0.50 (50%) reliability level in the HCF region (Fig.
8c) corresponding to N=106 cycles.

Fig. 7. S–N curves for various reliability levels

Fig. 8. Reliability (probability of survival) graphs for LCF and HCF regions
3.5. Calculating Guaranteed Period
As an example, AA1050 (RD) aluminum plate was used in a building platform and
subjected to 250 cycles under an average stress of 15 MPa (in the 106 region) every day. In
order to calculate the guaranteed period corresponding to a R=0.99 reliability level, Table
99
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4 shows that 491774 cycles take place at R=0.99 reliability for an average stress value of
≈15 MPa.
Thus, the following calculation can be implemented:

491774 cycles
 5.38 year
cycles
days
250
x365
day
year
3.6. Results
Variations in fatigue life values of the aluminum specimens were modeled using the
Weibull distribution. Ultimately, the results can be confidently used to help consumers
make proper material selections. The following results were obtained in this study:












100

As shown in Figs. 4 and 8, for the same reliability levels, the AA1050 (RD)
specimens provided the longest fatigue life at the LCF region of 10 4–105 cycles,
and the AA1100 (LT) specimens provided the shortest fatigue life. However, at
the HCF region of 106–107 cycles, the AA1100 (RD) specimens provided the
longest fatigue life, and the AA1050 (LT) specimens provided the shortest fatigue
life.
Table 4 provides the test results of all specimens and their failure cycles at 12
different reliability levels between 0.01 and 0.99. The α and β parameters
calculated for each stress value and the mean life values are also provided. The
guaranteed period corresponding to each reliability level indicated in Table 4 can
be calculated.
Figs. 4 and 5 provide the S–N curves of all specimens at reliability levels of R=0.99
and R≈0.50 (mean fatigue life), respectively, and the corresponding power
function parameters were obtained. The fatigue life of the relevant machine
component under any stress can be calculated using these graphs. The S–N curves
with reliability levels of R=0.90 or more must be used for designs where reliability
and safety are of high priority, such as aircraft.
As shown in Fig. 6a, the AA1100 (RD) specimens showed the largest scattering at
105–106 cycles, and the AA1100 (LT) specimens showed the greatest scattering at
104–105 cycles. As shown in Fig. 6b, the shape parameter (β) corresponding to
AA1100 (RD) has reached its largest value at approximately 105 cycles. As shown
in Table 4, the mean number of cycles varied between No=104407 and 63399, and
the shape parameter varied between β=50.69 and 63.65. This indicates that
scattering was the least under this condition. The shape parameter (β=1.878)
reached its lowest value when No=27317 cycles for the AA1100 (LT) specimen.
Therefore, scattering was the most under this condition.
Safe and reliable design life is particularly important for machine components
operating under dynamic loads. S–N curves with 12 different reliability values are
drawn in Fig. 7 and presented for the benefit of designers. These curves may also
be considered as reliability or safety limits to determine the time at which an
element under any stress amplitude will show its first failure. These curves can
help designers to reliably estimate the required fatigue life values in advance.
As shown in Table 4, the mean cycle values calculated using the Weibull
distribution were very close to the cycle values with a reliability of R=0.50. The
Weibull mean values of the distributed fatigue data may also be accepted as the
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“fatigue life with 50% reliability”. The S–N curves and power function parameters
corresponding to R≈0.50 are provided in Fig. 5.
Reliability (probability of survival) graphs for N=10 4, N=105, N=106 and N=107
cycle regions are provided in Fig. 8. The reliability percentage with respect to
stress or fatigue life for any reliability level can be easily determined and
compared by using these graphs. These graphs will help designers in material
selection.
When the actual test results are very similar, the appropriate material may be
selected by using the reliability (probability of survival) graphs shown in Fig. 8.
For example, the AA1100 (RD) and the AA1050 (RD) materials show very similar
test results when N=105 cycles; based on Fig. 8b, AA1050 (RD) is preferred.
As shown in this study, obtaining S–N curves at different reliability levels using
the two-parameter Weibull distribution is extremely practical. Another advantage
is that these distribution parameters can be calculated by functions available in
MS Excel and other software.

4. Conclusions
According to this study, the two-parameter Weibull distribution is a suitable method for
evaluating the fatigue life data obtained from fatigue tests of aluminum sheets. S–N curves
with different reliability levels between 0.01 and 0.99 and empirical formulas were
obtained for fatigue-life estimation. These S-N curves and reliability graphs can be good
guide for engineers. This study realized the applicative importance of the numeric values
obtained from fatigue tests of the aluminum materials intended for use in construction.
When the data scattering (distribution) is large, the most appropriate step is to use data
according to the reliability percentage determined with respect to the point of use instead
of the arithmetic mean value of the acquired data. For example, if the aluminum material
is meant to be used in aircraft or tankers carrying chemicals, reliability values of 90% or
more are required; if the material is meant to be used in clothes hangers with no vital
importance, reliability values of 50% can be used. Also, a method is introduced here in
which the decision-making problem associated with replacement and reliability based on
fatigue failure of aluminum sheets. According to the test results, aluminum alloys 1100 and
1050 should be used in the places where high fatigue level and fatigue strength are not
needed. In other words, it is more appropriate to make secure designs of this type of
aluminum sheets to work dynamically in LCF region.
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